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Abstract 

This magnetoencephalography study aimed at characterizing age-related changes in         

resting-state functional brain organization from mid-childhood to late adulthood. We          

investigated neuromagnetic brain activity at rest in 105 participants divided into three age             

groups: children (6–9 years), young adults (18–34 years) and healthy elders (53–78 years). The              

effects of age on static resting-state functional integration were assessed using band-limited            

power envelope correlation, whereas those on transient functional dynamics were disclosed using            

hidden Markov modeling of power envelope activity. Brain development from childhood to            

adulthood came with (i) a strengthening of functional integration within and between            

resting-state networks and (ii) an increased temporal stability of transient (100–300 ms lifetime)             

and recurrent states of network activation or deactivation mainly encompassing lateral or medial             

associative neocortical areas. Healthy aging was characterized by decreased static resting-state           

functional integration and dynamical stability within the visual network. These results based on             

electrophysiological measurements free of neurovascular biases suggest that functional brain          

integration mainly evolves during brain development, with limited changes in healthy aging.            

These novel electrophysiological insights into human brain functional architecture across the           

lifespan pave the way for future clinical studies investigating how brain disorders affect brain              

development or healthy aging. 
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Introduction 

From birth to senescence, humans undergo extensive changes in psychomotor, behavioral           

and cognitive abilities. These changes are associated with major modifications in structural and             

functional nervous system architecture, driven by complex interactions between genetic factors           

and experience. 

 From childhood to adulthood, the human nervous system encompasses progressive (e.g.,           

neural proliferation, neurite outgrowth, synapse formation) and then regressive (e.g., cell death,            

axone pruning, synapse elimination) events (for reviews, see, e.g.1,2). Progressive events mainly            

occur during foetal life and set up a broad pattern of neural connectivity, whereas regressive               

events, which start around birth and end at young adulthood, refine the broad pattern of neural                

connectivity to a more precise and mature circuitry 1. Critically, regressive events combine            

processes that vary in time and space (for reviews, see, e.g.3–7). Motor and sensory systems               

mature before high-order association neocortical areas that integrate those primary functions3–7. 

From adulthood to senescence, physiological aging is associated with progressive, linear           

and nonlinear, regional grey matter and more widespread white matter loss, which are due to               

various processes (e.g., garbage proteins deposits, glial reaction, etc.) eventually leading to            

neuronal loss, axon elimination, or synaptic density reduction (for a review, see, e.g.8). 

The advent of structural and functional brain imaging has brought unprecedented insights            

into the impact of these developmental and aging microstructural processes on long-range            

functional brain integration. Regressive events characterizing brain development are typically          

associated with linear and non-linear increase (or strengthening) in functional integration within            
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and between large-scale brain networks (for reviews, see, e.g.3–7,9). Physiological aging is mainly             

associated with a progressive disruption of the established functional integration that mainly            

involves high-level brain networks, even if inverse processes have also been repeatedly            

described (for reviews, see, e.g.9–13). Still, some studies have suggested that the less functional              

integration changes are observed through aging, the better is cognitive functioning at old age14–16.              

This suggests that the variability in age-related cognitive and behavioral decline observed in the              

elders is probably related to individual differences in age-related changes in structural and             

functional brain architecture.  

Age-related changes in human brain functional integration have mainly been investigated           

using structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (for reviews, see, e.g.3–7,10–13);            

and much more rarely with positron emission tomography (e.g.17,18). Numerous studies relied on             

task-based fMRI, with the possible confounds of performance bias or reliance on different             

cognitive strategies between different age groups 9,19,20. The discovery that human brain activity is             

organized into resting-state networks (RSNs), i.e., large-scale functional networks active in the            

absence of any explicit or goal-directed task (for reviews, see, e.g.21–23), provided a solution to               

these critical issues. Although discovered and mostly investigated using fMRI, the           

electrophysiological equivalent of RSNs were uncovered with magnetoencephalography        

(MEG) 24–28 and electroencephalography (EEG)29–32 using band-limited power envelope        

correlation as resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) index. Compared with fMRI, these           

electrophysiological techniques have the critical advantage of having an excellent temporal           

resolution (at the level of the millisecond, for a review see 33) and hence can uncover (i) the                  

spectral dynamics of RSNs 24–28, and (ii) the dynamical aspects (i.e., the spatio-temporal            
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variations) of the functional integration within and between RSNs 25,28,32,34–36. Moreover, while           

fMRI relies on an indirect haemodynamic-based measure of brain activity driven by            

neurovascular coupling, MEG and EEG provide direct information about neuronal activity. This            

latter aspect reveals also to be critical when it comes to the investigation of age-related brain                

changes, as age substantially influences the physiological processes at the origin of the             

neurovascular coupling (for reviews, see, e.g.20,37,38). The use of fMRI in the context of              

age-related investigations therefore introduces a major additional confound, even at rest38. MEG            

and EEG thus appear more appropriate alternatives for such investigations by focusing on direct              

neuronal activity. 

MEG studies that investigated age-related changes in RSNs with static rsFC (i.e.,            

estimated over long timescales of several minutes) demonstrated that band-limited power           

envelope correlations (linearly or nonlinearly) increase from childhood to adulthood within and            

between RSNs, mainly in the alpha and beta frequency bands 39–41. They also showed that healthy               

aging (i.e., selected elder participants without any confounding factors such as vascular disease             

or cognitive decline) is characterized by the absence of significant changes in functional             

integration within and between RSNs 16, supporting the brain maintenance theory that proposes            

that preserved brain architecture contributes to preserved cognitive functioning. Some studies           

also took advantage of the high temporal resolution of MEG to address age-related effects on the                

dynamical spatio-temporal variations (i.e., over supra-second or sub-second timescales) in          

functional integration within and between RSNs 16,41. One study that investigated these effects in             

healthy aging using sliding window rsFC (i.e., rsFC estimated over short time windows of              

prespecified width, typically a few seconds; for a review, see, e.g.42) failed to find substantial               
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age-related changes within and between RSNs 16. Another study investigated fine (sub-second)           

temporal aspects from mid-childhood to early adulthood using an alternative approach based on             

hidden Markov modeling (HMM) of MEG power envelopes41. Compared to sliding windows            

rsFC, the HMM identifies transient network configurations (henceforth referred to as “states”) by             

classifying distinct patterns of envelope (co)variance consistently repeating in time (for a review,             

see, e.g.42), without the need to fix a priori the width of a sliding time window. From MEG data,                   

about 6–8 (or more, see, e.g.43) transient recurring states lasting 50–200 ms are typically              

disclosed with spatial network topography quite similar to that of some RSNs 35,43–46. Using this              

approach, it has been shown that, as children (>9 years) grow in age, four states mainly                

encompassing bilateral temporal and parietal cortices exhibit significant nonlinear monotonic          

age-related decrease (two states) or increase (two states) in state power (i.e., the global,              

whole-brain change in power envelope that occurs during each state visit)41. Among them, one              

state mainly encompassing bilateral temporo-parietal junctions (TPJs) demonstrated a significant          

relationship with the spatial signature of static rsFC changes with age. Further, both the time               

spent in that state on a single visit and the fraction of recording time that the brain spent in that                    

state increased with age. These findings thus suggested that, as the human brain matures,              

increases in static functional integration of core attentional areas are associated with increased             

temporal stability within these areas. Of note, the HMM of MEG envelopes has also been used to                 

investigate the impact of pathological aging on transient brain network dynamics44, but data on              

healthy aging or from childhood to late adulthood are, to the best of our knowledge, lacking.                

Also, previous MEG envelope HMM studies disclosed a transient state with a network             

topography resembling that of the default-mode network (DMN) 35,44–46. Critically, this state did            
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not encompass the posterior midline part of the DMN (i.e., the precuneus and the posterior               

cingulate cortex (PCC)), possibly due to methodological issues related to the type of source              

reconstruction47. These brain areas are of utmost interest when it turns to the investigation of age                

effects on the human brain architecture considering (i) their critical associative and integrative             

functions, and (ii) the fact that age may have a specific impact on the functional integration of                 

these brain areas with the rest of the brain48,49. It therefore appears critical to investigate               

age-related effects on transient brain network dynamics using methods better suited to            

investigate the DMN as a whole47.  

The present study aimed at characterizing the age-related changes in resting-state           

functional brain organization, from mid-childhood to late adulthood. To this end, we analyzed             

resting-state MEG data in 105 participants divided into three age groups encompassing            

mid-childhood, early and late adulthood. Both static rsFC connectome and HMM state dynamics             

were investigated using MEG power envelopes (for a detailed description of the value of              

connectome analyses for lifespan studies, see 48). MEG sources were reconstructed via Minimum             

Norm Estimation (MNE, see below), the method best suited to uncover posterior midline cortices              

of the DMN 47. We expected (i) to replicate previous developmental and healthy aging MEG              

findings about age-related changes in static functional integration within and between RSNs, (ii)             

that access to the posterior midline cortices of the DMN would bring novel insights into the                

age-related changes in the static functional integration and dynamic stability of that core human              

brain network, and (iii) that studying three different age groups from mid-childhood to late              

adulthood would enhance the understanding of age effects on the electrophysiological brain            
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architecture compared with more classical, separate comparisons of children vs. young adults            

and young adults vs. elders.  
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Results 

Five minutes of eyes-open, resting-state MEG activity were recorded in the sitting            

position using a whole-scalp MEG in 105 healthy participants divided into three groups: 32              

children (age range: 6–9 years, mean age ± SD: 7.8 ± 0.9 years), 38 young adults (18–34 years,                  

23.3 ± 3.8 years) and 35 elders (53–78 years, 66.1 ± 5.9 years). Elder participants were                

rigorously selected to be considered as healthy elders, i.e., participants without any psychotropic             

drug consumption, sleep impairment, neurologic, psychiatric or cognitive confounding factors.  

Static rsFC was investigated first to focus on age-related changes in functional            

integration, using band-limited power envelope correlation of MNE-reconstructed source activity          

within 3 frequency bands (theta, θ: 4–8 Hz; alpha, α: 8–12 Hz; beta, β: 12–30 Hz). The                 

functional connectome was built by measuring rsFC among 32 brain regions distributed across 6              

well-known RSNs: the DMN, the language, the ventral and dorsal attentional, the primary visual              

and the sensorimotor networks 16,50. Envelope correlation was estimated after pairwise signal           

orthogonalization51 and low-pass filtering (1 Hz) of power envelopes. Effects of static power, sex              

and the MEG system version (Vectorview vs. Triux) used in this study were regressed out of the                 

rsFC data before further analysis. Global connectivity (i.e., mean static rsFC value across all 496               

connections) and global power (i.e., mean power across all 32 RSN nodes), as well as mean                

network connectivity (i.e., mean static rsFC values across all connections within each RSN) and              

mean network power (i.e., mean power across all nodes of each RSN) were also computed in                

each frequency band. Group-level (i.e., children, young adults and elders) differences in these             

summary rsFC and power measures as well as in the detailed rsFC connectome were assessed               
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using non-parametric ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis tests) with post-hoc Tukey’s range test on ranks            

to identify age-related effects. Significance was set at with Bonferroni correction for        .05p < 0      

the false positive rate, which is inflated due to multiple testing across three frequency bands, six                

RSNs for mean network measures, 32 nodes or 496 connections within the functional             

connectome. In the latter case, the Bonferroni factor for the false positive rate relied on a proper                 

estimation of the independent number of nodes/connections 16,41 rather than their raw number,            

avoiding unduly statistical strictness. 

Figure 1 depicts global connectivity and global power per age group and frequency band,              

as well as the significant differences between groups. Figure 2 provides a similar illustration for               

mean network connectivity and mean network power associated with each RSN. 

 

 

Figure 1 : Global connectivity and power for each frequency band and age group (orange,              

children; light blue, young adults; dark blue, elders). Bottom and top edges of the boxes indicate                
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the 25th and 75th percentiles. Thick middle lines indicate the median. Extreme bars extend to               

minimum and maximum values (excluding outliers). Statistical differences between groups are           

indicated with bars along with p -values corrected with Bonferroni for 3 comparisons (i.e., the              

number of frequency bands). 
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Figure 2 : Mean network connectivity and power for each frequency band, age group, and RSN.               

All is as in Figure 1 except that p -values are corrected for 18 comparisons (i.e., three frequency                 

bands times six RSNs). 

 

Global connectivity significantly increased from childhood to early/late adulthood for all           

frequency bands, with no difference between young adults and elders. Similar age-related            

changes were observed for mean network connectivity within all RSNs, except for the visual              

RSN. Mean visual connectivity was unmodulated in the θ and α frequency bands, whereas in the                

β band it increased from childhood to early adulthood but then decreased in elders back to                

children’s level. These age-related effects on functional integration were qualitatively different           

from those on power. The most consistent age-related change on global and mean network power               

was a significantly higher θ-band power in children compared to adults and elders observed in               

each and every RSN.  

Figure 3 locates the underlying connections within the connectome showing statistically           

significant age-related rsFC differences, along with the proportion of within- and cross-RSN            

links involved. 
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Figure 3 : Age-related differences in static rsFC for the three frequency bands and proportion of               

intra- and cross-RSNs connections showing significant age-related change. Significance was          

established by post-hoc Tukey’s range test on ranks at corrected for the effective         .05p < 0      

number of band-specific connections (i.e., 513; see Methods). On the circular rsFC plots, light              

grey lines are related to increase in rsFC, while dark grey lines reveal decrease in rsFC. On the                  

histograms on the right of circular plots, light grey boxes refer to the proportion of within-RSNs                

connections deemed significant, and dark grey boxes to the proportion of cross-RSNs            

connections deemed significant. 

 

In line with the summary statistics shown in Figures 1 and 2, static rsFC within and                

between RSNs increased from childhood to adulthood (young adults or elders) in each frequency              

band (but mostly in α and β frequency bands). Almost no significant difference was observed               

between young adults and elders (but two age-related rsFC decreases with the visual RSN). Of               

note, it is possible that spurious, “ghost” interactions persisting after pairwise           
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orthogonalization52–54 contributed to certain connections disclosed in Figure 3. However, the           

broad rather than localized patterns of rsFC changes encompassing both within and across RSNs              

cannot be qualitatively altered by ghost interactions, suggesting that these results are robust. 

To assess whether these age-related changes in functional integration were accompanied           

with modifications in dynamic network stability, we used the MEG envelope HMM approach to              

reduce whole-brain wideband (4–30 Hz) source envelope activity reconstructed with MNE to 8             

transient recurrent states35,44–46) whose periods of activation/inactivation are determined on the           

scale of a fraction of seconds (every 25 ms). The HMM along with the Viterbi algorithm                

returned a binary time series of most probable state activation under the constraint that two states                

cannot be active simultaneously 55. These time series allowed us to map the topographical             

distribution of state power (which measures the degree of regional power increase/activation or             

decrease/deactivation during state visits). We also extracted temporal parameters characterizing          

state dynamics such as mean lifetime (MLT, i.e., the mean time spent in each state on a single                  

visit), fractional occupancy (FO, i.e., the fraction of total recording time that the brain spends in                

each state) and mean interval length (MIL, i.e., the mean time interval between two visits to the                 

same state)35,41. Group-level (i.e., children, young adults and elders) differences in these temporal             

parameters were also assessed using non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests with post-hoc Tukey’s           

range test on ranks. Significance was set at Bonferroni corrected for the number of        .05p < 0       

independent states (i.e., 7). 

Figure 4 presents the state power maps (please refer to Methods section for a description               

of the statistical threshold applied) of the 8 HMM transient states. High positive (respectively              
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negative) local state power in a brain area implied that power envelopes in that area tended to                 

increase (respectively decrease) when the brain visited that state. 

 

 

Figure 4 : Spatial topographies of the 8 HMM transient states. Red scale refers to the degree of                 

power increase during state visit and blue scale is related to power decrease. These scales are                

measured in terms of a partial correlation (see Methods). 

 

Topographically, states 1 and 2 both encompassed bilateral TPJs. More specifically,           

when visiting state 1, power decreased at the supramarginal gyri and increased at the same time                

in primary visual (V1) cortices. State 2 corresponded more specifically to a power increase at the                

angular gyri. State 3 was characterized by a power increase at V1 cortices. State 4 showed a                 

combination of power increase at the cerebellum and decrease within the posterior part of the               

DMN, i.e., precuneus and TPJs bilaterally. State 5 corresponded to a power decrease centered on               

the precuneus. State 6 combined power increase at the left auditory cortex and decrease at the                
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right extrastriate visual areas, and vice-versa for state 8. State 7 was characterised by a power                

increase at bilateral sensorimotor areas and prefrontal cortices together with a power decrease at              

bilateral cunei.  

Figure 5 displays the temporal parameters assessing the transience and stability of these             

states. 

 

 

Figure 5 : Mean and standard error of mean lifetime ( left ), fractional occupancy ( center ) and              

mean interval length ( right ) associated to each transient state and age group (orange, children;              

light blue, young adults; dark blue, elders). Statistical differences between groups are represented             

by bars along with p-values bound on the post-hoc Tukey’s range test on ranks. Here p-values                

are Bonferroni corrected with factor 7 (i.e., number of temporally independent states). 

 

Overall, MLT across all states varied between 100 ms and 300 ms, which is in line with                 

previous MEG envelope HMM studies35,44–46. Also consistent with prior studies is that MIL for              
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all states but state 4 ranged between 2 and 6 s in young adults. Surprisingly, the                

cerebellar/posterior DMN state 4 had substantially longer MIL (15 s). Although this state was              

visited in all subjects but two, it exhibited considerable gaps between two successive visits,              

which explains this longer MIL. The posterior DMN associated with this state was partly              

uncovered in other studies35,41 (bar the precuneus, presumably because of methodological issues            

linked to the source reconstruction method used 47) but the cerebellum pattern observed here was              

not present in previous works because cerebellar sources were not modelled. For most states,              

MLT and MIL appeared inversely related, i.e., longer MLT was associated with shorter MIL and               

vice-versa. As a consequence, FO (which increases with MLT at fixed MIL, and decreases with               

MIL at fixed MLT) tended to behave qualitatively as MLT but with sharper variations across               

groups and states. Accordingly, age significantly affected 7 of the 8 identified states, with state 4                

showing no significant age-related effect. For most states (i.e., except for state 2), age tended to                

affect MLT and FO in similar ways (i.e., increase or decrease), while MIL was affected in                

opposite ways (i.e., increase when MLT and FO decreases, and vice-versa), as explained above.              

This means that mainly two types of age-related modulations were observed: either state             

stabilisation (i.e., increased MLT/FO) with shorter recurrence time (i.e., decreased MIL), or state             

destabilisation (i.e., decreased MLT/FO) with longer recurrence time (i.e., increased MIL). 

States 1 and 2 showed opposite trends of evolution with age for MLT, FO or MIL. A                 

progressive decrease in MLT and FO associated with an increase in MIL, was observed from               

childhood to late adulthood for state 1, while a progressive increase (but with no effect on MIL)                 

was observed for state 2. These findings indicate that, as subjects age, they visit less often and                 

for a shorter duration a network state in which V1 cortices are active and supramarginal gyri are                 
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deactivated, while they visit more often and for a longer duration a network state with active                

angular gyri. Notwithstanding the involvement of V1, these two opposite effects thus lead to the               

same conclusion of a progressive stabilisation of power activation in the TPJs from             

mid-childhood to adulthood. State 3 was dominated by a decrease in MLT and FO from early to                 

late adulthood, with an increase in MIL from childhood to late adulthood. As adults age, V1                

activation thus becomes less stable, which is in accordance with the visual part of state 1. State 5                  

exhibited significantly higher MLT and FO with smaller MIL in adults and elders than in               

children. Thus, children spend less time in a transient network state of deactivated precunei. In               

other words, brain development stabilizes precuneus deactivation. State 7 showed significant           

increases in MLT and FO and a significant MIL decrease from childhood to early adulthood,               

suggesting the stabilization with brain development of combined sensorimotor and prefrontal           

activation and cuneal deactivation. Of note, this heightened stability of cuneal deactivation            

concurs with the destabilization of V1 activation shown by states 1 and 3. The same trends were                 

observed between children and elders without reaching significance. Finally, states 6 and 8             

showed similar trends of age-related changes that were predominated by an inverted U-shape             

from childhood to late adulthood in FO and MIL. These findings showed that young adults spend                

less time than children and elders in transient network states characterized by an activation of               

unilateral auditory cortices together with a deactivation of contralateral extrastriate visual           

cortices.  
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Discussion 

This study mainly shows that brain development is associated with increased static            

within- and cross-RSNs functional integration and a dynamic stabilization of power activations            

in lateral temporo-parietal regions and of power deactivations in midline posterior cortices (i.e.,             

precunei). By contrast, healthy aging was mainly associated with changes in static functional             

integration and in dynamic stability limited to the visual network.  

Results of static rsFC analyses are in line with previous structural and fMRI             

neuroimaging studies, which demonstrated that microstructural and functional changes         

accompanying brain development are typically associated with an increase or strengthening in            

functional integration within and between large-scale brain networks (for reviews, see, e.g.3–7,9).            

Critically, they also parallel those of previous MEG studies relying on envelope correlation as              

rsFC index40,41. Indeed, those studies demonstrated that brain development is characterized by a             

significant increase in global, mean network, within- and between-RSNs rsFC mainly in the α              

and β frequency bands from mid-childhood to adulthood. These MEG findings therefore suggest             

that regressive events together with white matter maturation (i.e., increase in myelination,            

changes in axonal diameter, etc.) at the core of brain development promote large-scale functional              

integration through an increase in resting-state neural synchrony 41,56. Furthermore, the almost           

total absence of static rsFC changes from early to late adulthood confirms previous results from               

our group but in a larger (35 instead of 25) sample of healthy elders16. The present data provide                  

additional support to the brain maintenance theory for successful aging, i.e., the proposal that              

preserved resting-state functional brain architecture contributes to preserved cognitive         
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functioning. Interestingly, age-related differences in static rsFC from childhood to adulthood           

were higher when comparing children with healthy elders than with young adults. This was              

probably related to the relatively low age of young adults (mean age ± SD: 23.3 ±3.8 years), as                  

previous MEG studies suggested that static rsFC relying on amplitude correlation continues to             

rise after the age of 25 years39–41. Additionally, global and mean network θ-band power was also                

significantly higher in children compared to young adults and elders, which is also a typical               

finding along brain development 39–41. As a whole, these static rsFC and power data replicate              

previous MEG findings and suggest that our participants are representative of the corresponding             

population for the investigations of age-related changes in transient resting-state brain dynamics. 

Using the HMM approach, 8 transient recurrent states were disclosed in our population             

with rather similar spatial and temporal patterns to those previously described35,41,44–46.           

Importantly, we also found one state (state 5) involving bilateral precunei that was not disclosed               

in previous MEG HMM studies. This is presumably related to the use of MNE rather than                

beamforming for source reconstruction in our study, as it was shown that the former is better                

suited to image midline posterior cortices in functional integration studies47. Significant           

age-related modulation (increase or decrease) in the time spent at rest in 7 out of 8 of those                  

transient recurrent brain states were observed from mid-childhood to adulthood. Some           

age-related changes appeared very similar to those reported in Brookes et al .41. In particular, the               

opposite effects of brain development observed between states 1 (i.e., decrease in the time spent               

in deactivated bilateral supramarginal gyri) and 2 (i.e., increase in the time spent in activated               

bilateral angular gyri) concur with their previous finding of stabilization in the power activation              

of bilateral lateral temporo-parietal cortices. They further suggest that, as children age, the             
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increase in static functional connectivity in these core associative inferior parietal areas is             

associated with increased temporal stability 41. These findings were initially attributed to the            

possible maturation of attentional brain areas41. But, considering the many (low- and high-level)             

cognitive functions supported by those inferior parietal areas and their contribution to many             

neural networks (for reviews, see, e.g.57,58, the functional relevance of these age-related changes)             

is probably more complex than previously evaluated. Young adults also spent more time than              

children in transient states of activated sensorimotor and prefrontal (state 7), and less time in               

transient states of activated left/right auditory and deactivated right/left extrastriate visual           

networks. Critically, this study also disclosed that brain development was associated with an             

increase in the time spent in a state (state 5) of deactivated precunei. Taken together, these HMM                 

data suggest that the progress from childhood to adulthood is associated with a maturation of the                

resting-state transient brain dynamics characterized by an increase in the temporal stability of (i)              

transient activated networks encompassing associative frontal, inferior parietal and sensorimotor          

neocortical regions, and (ii) transient deactivation of the precunei. These age-related changes            

might relate to the previously described developmental increase in the segregation between the             

precuneus and fronto-parietal networks at rest59. The dissociation of the precuneus from the rest              

of the DMN in a specific deactivated transient state is also probably in line with the recognized                 

DMN functional-anatomic fractionation60,61. 

From young to late adulthood, this study disclosed that elders spend less time than young               

adults in a transient state of activated visual network (state 3), and more time in transient state of                  

activated left/right auditory cortex and deactivated right/left extrastriate visual cortices (states 6            

and 8). Interestingly, these age-related changes were associated with a significant decrease in             
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static rsFC between left and right primary visual cortices. These findings therefore suggest that              

healthy ageing is mainly associated with a decrease in static resting-state visual network             

functional integration and a destabilization of its activations. They may be related with the              

previously described reduction in the efficiency of occipital visual areas during visual            

processing62 and in the neural specialization of extrastriate visual areas63 between young adults             

and healthy elders. As such, these results obtained in healthy elders contrast with the available               

fMRI literature that highlighted substantial changes in static functional connectivity with aging            

(see, e.g.64–67). This discrepancy might be due to two possibly interrelated factors16. First, we used               

an imaging method free of neurovascular bias, which is not the case of fMRI. Second, we                

concentrated on elders with healthy ageing, which may induce the possible drawback that the              

included elder subjects may actually be considered as not being representative of “typical”             

elders16. This study therefore provides additional evidence highlighting the critical need to            

compare fMRI and MEG rsFC changes with age in the same population of subjects and in elder                 

subjects with different behavioral and cognitive profiles to better understand the origin of this              

discrepancy.  

A key issue associated with these findings is to determine whether these age-related             

changes in transient resting-state brain dynamics are linked to the effects of age on spontaneous               

cognitive processes. Indeed, whether spontaneous dynamic brain activity and functional          

integration reflects intrinsic (i.e., task-independent) neural processes (e.g., maintenance of          

homeostasis or the integrity of anatomical connections) or extrinsic (i.e., task-dependent) neural            

processes, or both, remains an open question (for a review, see, e.g.68). As certain subtypes of                

spontaneous cognitive processes are detectable in time-varying functional connectivity         
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measurements68, it could be hypothesized that part of our results might pertain to the age-related                

changes in the occurrence of mind wandering episodes and in the content/type of spontaneous              

cognitive processes observed from childhood to young adulthood and from young to late             

adulthood63,69–77. Further studies should investigate this critical issue. 

The present study suffers from several inherent limitations. First, we investigated           

age-related effects on static and dynamic functional brain integration using three different            

age-groups (children, 6–9 years; young adults, 18–34 years; elders, 53–78 years) rather than a              

large group of subjects equally distributed from 6 to 80 years. The ensuing between age-group               

comparisons intrinsically limit the characterization of the observed age-related effects (e.g.,           

linear vs. non-linear effects, critical age(s) for changes, etc.). Second, we did not include children               

aged under 6 years as they are difficult to measure using conventional cryogenic MEG systems.               

At that age, many brain systems (e.g., sensory and motor systems) are already largely mature,               

which means that this study missed part of the maturation of the low-level brain systems. Third,                

we used a cryogenic MEG system that has been shown to underestimate the level of frontal                

functional integration due to inhomogeneities in the MEG sensor-brain distance 32,68 (i.e., in the             

sitting position, posterior and upper MEG sensors are closer to the brain than anterior sensors).               

We may therefore have missed or underestimated some age-related changes that occur in anterior              

brain areas due to a lower signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, the use of a MEG system with fixed                   

helmet size renders the acquisition of high quality data and whole head coverage in young               

participants more challenging due to their reduced head size. Based on those latter             

considerations, further studies should rely on on-scalp neuromagnetometers such as optically           

pumped magnetometers, which have been demonstrated to be usable for lifespan neuromagnetic            
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investigations78. Finally, we used a restricted, low-density connectome limited to major RSNs (to             

limit as much as possible the multiple comparison issue) to investigate the age-related changes in               

static functional integration. This approach was motivated by the desire to relate the observed              

changes to mean network, within and cross-RSNs functional connectivity, which is more            

difficult to operate with a whole brain source-level approach or with a precise parcellation of the                

human brain such as the automated anatomical labelling atlas79. Of note, this goal also argues for                

the relatively limited impact of orthogonalization asymmetry 52–54 on our results. Still, this            

approach probably underestimated the extent of age-related changes in static functional           

integration.  

In summary, this study indicates that brain development combines the strengthening of            

within and cross-RSNs functional integration with substantial changes in transient resting-state           

brain dynamics leading to an increase in the temporal stability of (i) transient activated networks               

encompassing associative frontal, inferior parietal and sensorimotor neocortical regions, and (ii)           

transient deactivations of the precunei. It also highlights that healthy aging is mainly associated              

with a decrease in static resting-state visual network functional integration and its temporal             

stability. As a whole, these results provide novel electrophysiological insights into the effects of              

age on human brain functional integration from mid-childhood to late adulthood. They also pave              

the way for future clinical studies investigating how brain disorders can affect brain development              

or healthy aging. 
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Methods  

Participants 

Thirty-two children (17 females, mean age±standard deviation (SD): 7.8±0.9 years,          

range: 6–9 years), 38 young adults (24 females, mean age±SD: 23.3±3.8 years, range: 18–34              

years) and 35 elders (24 females, mean age±SD: 66.1±5.9 years, range: 53–78 years) were              

included in this study. All participants were right-handed according to the Edinburgh handedness             

inventory (except for one elder who was left-handed), had no prior history of neurological or               

psychiatric disorder and did not take any psychotropic drugs. No elder reported any subjective              

sleep or cognitive (e.g., memory impairment) problem, and all had an active personal and social               

life, did not take any psychotropic drug and were thoroughly screened for sleep habits,              

depression, anxiety and objective signs of pathological cognitive decline. Based on this            

comprehensive screening, all elders were considered as healthy elders. Twenty elders were            

included in a previous study from our group and their screening results can be found in Coquelet                 

et al. 16. The other fifteen elders were screened for depression with the Geriatric Depression              

Scale80 (mean scores±SD: 2.4±3.6, range: 0–12), dementia using the Clinical Dementia Rating81            

(null for all participants) and global cognition with the Mini-Mental State Examination 81–83 (mean             

scores±SD: 28.9±0.8, range: 28–30). They also underwent a comprehensive neuropsychological          

evaluation in which (i) visuoconstructive abilities were assessed using the Rey-Osterrieth           

complex figure84, (ii) cognitive flexibility with the verbal fluency test85, (iii) visual episodic             

memory with the Doors and People Test86 (only the Doors part was administered), (iv) working               

memory using Forward and Backward Digit span 87, (v) verbal episodic memory from the Free              
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and Cued Selective Reminding Test88, (vi) langage oral assessment with Bachy Denomination            

Test89, and (vii) executive functions with the Trail Making Test90 (parts A and B) and the                

color-word Stroop Test91. All tests were within the normal range. 

Each participant contributed to the study after written informed consent. The CUB            

Hôpital Erasme Ethics Committee approved this study prior to participants’ inclusion. All            

experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. For each            

minor participant, written informed consent was obtained from the child (information sheet and             

informed consent adapted to the child’s age) and one legal representative. 

 

Data acquisition  

Neuromagnetic activity was recorded during 5 minutes at rest (eyes opened, fixation            

cross, band-pass: 0.1–330 Hz, sampling frequency: 1 kHz) with a 306 whole-scalp MEG system              

installed in a light-weight magnetically shielded room (Maxshield™, Elekta Oy, Helsinki,           

Finland; now MEGIN; see 92 for detailed characteristics). Ten children, 18 adults and 20 elders               

were scanned with the Vectorview™ version of the system (Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland), while              

22 children, 20 adults and 15 elders were scanned with the Triux™ version (MEGIN, Helsinki,               

Finland) due to a system upgrade. The two neuromagnetometers have identical sensor layout             

(i.e., 102 magnetometers and 102 pairs of orthogonal planar gradiometers) but differ in sensor              

dynamic range. Of note, previous works from our group mixing recordings from these two              

systems did not reveal significant changes in data quality93,94, including for static rsFC32,95. 
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In all subjects, four coils continuously tracked their head position inside the MEG helmet.              

Coils’ location and approximately 200 scalp points were determined with respect to anatomical             

fiducials using an electromagnetic tracker (Fastrack, Polhemus, Colchester, Vernont, USA).  

Participant’s high-resolution 3D T1-weighted cerebral magnetic resonance images        

(MRIs) were acquired on a 1.5 T MRI scanner (Intera, Philips, The Netherlands). 

 

Data preprocessing 

The signal space separation method96 was applied off-line to the continuous MEG data to              

reduce external magnetic interference and correct for head movements. Then, ocular, cardiac and             

system artifacts were eliminated using an independent component analysis97 (FastICA algorithm           

with dimension reduction to 30 components, hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity function) of the            

filtered data (off-line band-pass filter: 0.1–45 Hz). The components corresponding to artifacts            

were identified by visual inspection and regressed out of the full-rank data.  

For source reconstruction, MEG forward models were computed individually on the basis            

of the participants’ MRI, segmented beforehand using the FreeSurfer software (Martinos Center            

for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts, USA). The MEG and MRI coordinate systems were            

co-registered using the three anatomical fiducials for initial estimation and the head-surface            

points to manually refine the surface co-registration (Mrilab, Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland).            

Afterwards, a volumetric and regular 5-mm source grid was built using the Montreal             

Neurological Institute (MNI) template and non-linearly deformed onto each participant’s MRI           

with the Statistical Parametric Mapping Software (SPM12, Wellcome Centre for Neuroimaging,           

London, UK). Three orthogonal dipoles were then placed at each grid point. The forward model               
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model associated with this source space was computed using a one-layer Boundary Element             

Method as implemented in the MNE-C suite (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging,            

Massachusetts, USA). 

 

Static resting-state functional connectivity  

Cleaned MEG data were filtered in the theta (θ band: 4–8 Hz), alpha (α band: 8–12 Hz)                 

and beta (β band: 12–30 Hz) frequency bands. Band-specific MNE 98 was applied to reconstruct              

sources of band-limited activity using planar gradiometers only. The noise covariance matrix            

was estimated from 5 minutes of empty-room data filtered in the relevant frequency range, and               

the regularization parameter was estimated from the consistency condition as derived in Wens et              

al.54. For power estimation, the depth bias was corrected by a noise normalization scheme, i.e.,               

dynamic statistical parametric mapping98. Three-dimensional dipole time series were projected          

on their direction of maximum variance, and the analytic source signals were then extracted              

using the Hilbert transform. The functional connectome was restricted to rsFC within a subset of               

brain regions included in major RSNs (as defined by an fMRI meta-analysis and used in,               

e.g.25,50). This allowed for the investigation of within- and cross-RSNs age-related changes in             

static functional integration. To that aim, 32 regions of interest were taken from six well-known               

RSNs (MNI coordinates taken from de Pasquale et al. 50. Specifically, 6 nodes were located in the                

dorsal attention network , 5 in the ventral attention network , 7 in the DMN, 2 in the visual                   

network , 6 in the motor network and 6 in the language network. Of note, compared to de                  

Pasquale et al. 50, the visual network was restricted to left and right area V1. The resulting rsFC                 

connectome matrices were computed from pairwise correlations of 1-Hz low-pass filtered           
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envelope between each node signals with the others, corrected beforehand for spatial leakage             

using pairwise orthogonalization 51. Note that as slight asymmetries might be induced by leakage             

correction, the resulting rsFC matrices were symmetrized afterwards by averaging it with its             

transpose. Of note, this approach is suboptimal compared to rsFC computed with inherently             

symmetric multivariate orthogonalization 52 and leaves the possibility of remnant “ghost”          

interactions 53,54. Source power, estimate as source signals’ variance, was also computed at each             

node. Finally, global connectivity (i.e., mean connectivity across all connections) and mean            

network connectivity (i.e., mean connectivity across all intra-RSN connections) were also           

extracted. A similar analysis was conducted for global power (i.e., mean power across all nodes)               

and mean network power (i.e., mean power across all intra-RSN nodes). 

 

Hidden Markov Model dynamic analysis 

Sources were reconstructed as in the static approach described hereinabove except that            

the cleaned data were now wide-band filtered (4–30 Hz). For the HMM analysis of MEG signals,                

we thoroughly followed the pipeline described elsewhere35,41 and implemented in GLEAN           

( https://github.com/OHBA-analysis/GLEAN), except for the use of MNE as inverse model rather           

than beamforming. More specifically, source envelopes were computed and downsampled at 10            

Hz using a moving-window average with 75% overlap (100 ms wide windows, sliding every 25               

ms), leading to an effective downsampling at 40 Hz. Individual datasets of source envelope              

signals were demeaned and normalized by the global variance across all sources, and then              

temporally concatenated across subjects. Group-concatenated envelopes were pre-whitened and         

reduced to their 40 principal components. The HMM algorithm 55,99 was then run 10 times (to               
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account for different initial parameters and retain the model with lowest free energy) along with               

the Viterbi algorithm to determine temporally exclusive states of power envelope covariance            

patterns. We set the number of transient states ( K ) to 8 for consistency with previous MEG                

HMM studies35,41. Binary state time series of state activation/inactivation allowed to determine            

several state temporal parameters such as the MLT (mean duration of time intervals of active               

state), the FO (total fraction of time during which the state is active) and the MIL (mean duration                  

of time intervals of inactive state). State power maps, which identify the topography of              

state-specific power envelope changes during state activation vs. during state inactivation, were            

computed as the partial correlation between states binary time series and group-concatenated            

power envelopes35.  

 

Statistical analyses  

In order to discard possible confounds attributable to power, sex and version of the MEG               

system used in this study (either Vectorview or Triux), these parameters were regressed out of               

static rsFC prior to statistical analysis. For investigation of changes in power and in state               

temporal parameters (i.e., MLT, FO, MIL), only sex and MEG system version were regressed              

out. Statistical differences between groups (i.e., children, young adults and elders) were assessed             

using non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests with post-hoc Tukey’s range test on ranks to disclose             

age-related effects. For global connectivity and global power, significance was set at            .05p < 0

Bonferroni corrected for the number of frequency bands, whereas for mean network connectivity             

and mean network power, significance was set at Bonferroni corrected for the number        .05p < 0      

of frequency bands times the number of RSNs. For static rsFC connectomes, significance was              
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set at Bonferroni corrected for the number of effective band-specific connections. The  .05p < 0            

latter was directly assessed using the number of spatial degrees of freedom ( ⍴) estimated from               

the rank of the leadfield 16,54, here ⍴=55. Taking into account the symmetry of rsFC matrices and                

number of frequency bands investigated, the number of effective band-specific connections was            

N eff = 3 ✕ ⍴ ✕ ( ⍴–1)/2 ≈ 513. To determine the proportion of significant within-RSN                

(respectively, cross-RSNs) connections, we divided the number of significant within-RSN          

(respectively, cross-RSNs) connections (summed over all RSNs) by the total number of possible             

within-RSN (respectively, cross-RSNs) connections. Finally, for temporal parameters associated         

to each transient HMM state, significance level was similarly set at Bonferroni           .05p < 0  

corrected for the number of independent states (i.e., K-1=7; the loss of one degree of freedom                

being due to the model constraint that one and only only state is active at any given time point).  

The state power maps were also statistically thresholded using a two-tailed parametric            

correlation tests at . The null hypothesis tested was that Fisher-transformed correlations   .05p < 0          

follow a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and SD . The number N tdof of temporal         1
√N −3tdof

      

degrees of freedom was estimated as one-quarter of the total number of time samples in               

group-concatenated envelope signals at 40 Hz sampling frequency, to take into account the 75%              

overlap in the envelope downsampling. The critical p -value was Bonferroni corrected with the             

number of independent HMM states ( K -1=7) times the number of spatial degrees of freedom              

( ⍴=55). Positive values greater than the significance level were considered as significant and             

disclosed regions with significant power increase/decrease upon state activation/inactivation.         

Respectively, negative values below the opposite of the significance level were considered as             
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significant and identified regions with significant power decrease/increase upon state          

activation/inactivation.  

 

Data availability 

The datasets analysed in this study are available from the corresponding author on             

reasonable request. 
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